
A       K       A       S       H       I       K

A blockchain based platform to share, view immutable messages or data.

 previously called DIGITAL SCRIPTURES | eTHverse , block-tower, 
it represents immutability, decentralisation, freedom of speech , trust, uncensored,  art as a form of expression, tech awareness, 

borderless movement etc..



Lennon street art movement

Black lives matter movement street mural 2020

RTS and creative media as means to 
spread awareness,  platforms of 
expression, movements and freedom 
of speech.

A

https://youtu.be/EXauzZ-DdOk?t=170
https://youtu.be/EXauzZ-DdOk?t=170


The line of good and bad censorship. Who decides? should there even be a line?



DECENTRALISED 
TECHNOLOGICAL 

SYSTEMS AS NEXT 
PHASES

TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION REFORMS

BLOCKCHAINS AS SYSTEMS WITHOUT BORDERS

https://cryptobulls.info/chinese-student-censorship-ethereum


Related BLOCKCHAIN BASED ARTS AND 
GAMES



A     K    A   S   H    I     C     K



Blockchains offer an immutable form to store data in a decentralised 
system. This has many advantages as the data becomes time stamped, 
tamper proof, is open source, hard to censor or ban and accessible from 
anywhere where in the world.

The Artverse can be said as a digital form of scriptings on wall/stones 
which cannot be removed unless the monument(internet or blockchain) is 
removed/reformed. Given the decentralised and open environment of 
blockchain systems, anyone can participate, view and share in this 
artverse, on a tower of messages from anywhere in the world. As the 
blockchain works on HEX inputs, a language for computers -
48656c6c6f2c207468697320697320612067656e65, 
which is the base form of any computer data, it can contain anything 
including files, text, pictures and more.

This digital chain of messages, just as marking a memory in a stone can 
be used in the same way to express, make a memory or wish to 
someone which will stay there for years and years to come or as long as 
internet exists! It can be further used as a platform for uncensored 
journalism - journalism without borders, express opinions, expose 
malfeasance and users may choose stay anonymous for their own safety.

With the values of freedom of expression and opinion, this ARTVERSE 
provides an interactive playful platform to share and view messages or 
any data embedded  in an immutable form. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z0NMPfyZnnI




Any wallet with 
ethereum support

Embed your message 
in the transaction. 
Sign/Write in HEX 
input.

Your data block will spawn containing your 
message. View, explore, find creative ways to 
reply/play on a single shared chain of 
messages.

Blockchains work with HEX 
input and normal utf8(human 
readable) messages cannot 
be simply put. Some wallets 
like myetherwallet offer sign 
transaction feature which 
automatically converts. 
However some wallets just 
offer HEX input. To convert 
one can use: 
https://codebeautify.org/string
-hex-converter
( + add 0x in starting) 
string : Hello
HEX: 0x48656c6c6f

It’s important to note, One doesn’t need to send any 
ethereum (put 0) to send messages, however as 
messages are embedded on-chain, transaction fees 
is inevitable, which is relative to length of the HEX.
 
The installation also has a ethereum rinkeby-testnet 
version for which people can get free test-ethereum 
from rinkeby faucets to send messages there to 
interact and send message without any real 
ethereum. However testnets are not fully immutable. 
Rinkeby Testnet and Mainnet version of this artverse 
are hosted on different channels and are not linked 
as networks are different.

The project 
reads live data 
from 
etherscan.io,(a 
blockchain 
explorer for 
ethereum) api 
and displays it 
in an 
interactive 
environment.

sign
Art address

Artverse digital scriptures V1 flowchart

https://www.myetherwallet.com/interface/sign-message
https://codebeautify.org/string-hex-converter
https://codebeautify.org/string-hex-converter
http://rinkeby-faucet.com/
https://www.rinkeby.io/#stats


Unstoppable domains 
: blockchain - domains.

Another layer of uncensorable

InterPlanetryFile System (IPFS) is protocol 
for decentralised internet file sharing.

Hosting :
The artverse uses blockchain domain and IPFS protocol for sharing data/files for the environment. 
                                                                                   A great example of use of IPFS is also - Decentraland game - a decentralized virtual reality platform powered by the Ethereum blockchain. 

https://unstoppabledomains.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/InterPlanetary_File_System


The experience is hosted directly 
on web browser instead of 
downloadable app for ease of 
access. FAQ section has also been 
added under, containing essential 
information, how to’s, links and 
more. 

Links >> 

https://rebrand.ly/akashick-mainnet 
((Latest version - mainnet on dweb)) 

https://rebrand.ly/akashick-rinkeby-testnet
Testnet version(( akashicktestnet.embracingearth.space )) 

---
https://gateway.ipfs.io/ipfs/Qmbd4HjZP5tpZbBMWo9HxeXtVMiebvtyUcaNG8zvWVYFhu/
(( - MainNet Version hosted on IPFS ^ decentralised web, last bit is permanent immutable hash of this version )) . 
                                                          >>      Qmbd4HjZP5tpZbBMWo9HxeXtVMiebvtyUcaNG8zvWVYFhu
Permalink at Akashick.crypto  ((to note .crypto are blockchain domains and are not directly indexed by google as of now , hence link above)) akashik.crypto will work in opera browser though.

Backup mainnet version also at akashick.embracingearth.space 
--------

@akashick_crypto                 e:  akashick@embracingearth.space        

https://rebrand.ly/akashick-mainnet
https://rebrand.ly/akashick-rinkeby-testnet
https://gateway.ipfs.io/ipfs/Qmbd4HjZP5tpZbBMWo9HxeXtVMiebvtyUcaNG8zvWVYFhu/
https://gateway.ipfs.io/ipfs/Qmbd4HjZP5tpZbBMWo9HxeXtVMiebvtyUcaNG8zvWVYFhu/
http://akashick.embracingearth.space


Blockchain community 
embraces the open source and 
is about bringing down these 
borders and barriers, and 
share. 

Akashick open source project code 

Github : 
https://github.com/AkashickVerse

https://github.com/AkashickVerse


The environment consists of a 
pyramid/diamond shape verse. 
Around which revolves the blocks 
representing blocks from the chain 
each containing data. Once set, 
this chain will keep expanding 
forever,around the verse.

Inside the pyramid is imagined as an exploratory space which 
represents an open community future earth. This space has lots 
of ideas to expand upon, including ideas such as multiplayer 
interactivity, gamification, NFT’s etc in future. One of the ideas 
for the space is also an open call to artists/community  who wish 
to collaborate arts/3D models, the idea being,  that the space 
keeps evolving in an collaborative way along with the chain.

Immutable Scriptures floating 
around the diamond:

The blocks embed the messages 
of the chain, representing digital 
scriptures in a stone. User can 
click to view the full message or 
any other data embedded in that 
block. 

The verse provides a form of 
easy data visualisation for the on 
chain data in an interactive 
playful environment.

Art concept and possible future versions

CALL TO

ARTISTS
THE VERSE INSIDE THE DIAMOND IS 
IMAGINED AS A COLLABORATIVE 
SPACE, WHERE ARTWORKS 3D-2D 
EXIST UNDER AN OPEN THEME 
COVERING THE WHOLE SPECTRUM 
OF EXISTENCE, IDEA BEING THE 
SPACE  ALSO EVOLVES WITH THE 
EVER EXPANDING BLOCKCHAIN 
MESSAGES IN A COLLABORATIVE 
COMMUNITY WAY, ONE OF THE 
FUNDAMENTALS WHICH ALSO 
REVOLVES AROUND BLOCKCHAINS.

The artverse can be projected as an installation but most importantly is a platform to share, express , mark 
memories or a means to regain freedom of expression in extreme situation, reaching everyone everywhere at their 
homes . It informs some of the use cases of blockchains while serves as an awareness tool for the technology. 

The project also enables some very useful pipelines and tools for live data visualisation for blockchains. 



The name Akashick for this Art Project is vaguely derived from these concepts: -
Akasha (ākāśa आकाश) is the Sanskrit word for 'aether', 'sky', or 'atmospher - an expression for freedom. Akashic Records is said to be compendium/knowledge of events encoded 
forever in a subconscious cloud of existence. 'ck' is obtained from Magick, a reconciliation of one's free will.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aether_(classical_element)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Akashic_records
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magick_(Thelema)


A possible version of the installation i’ve also 
been thinking around is where the a live data 
visual(with messages- a message wall/ chain/ 
tower) is installed in a public place, (maybe with a 
qr code/or we can just directly link in backend and remove qr code). 

And people (from crowd) can simply send 
messages to this chain, which will then show the 
message up on screen. This can enable some 
exciting anonymous conversations and 
expressions of connection in a crowd. The 
message will also live forever and will be 
time-stamped as it exists on the blockchain.

The installation can be hosted on testnet 
network so people dont need to deal with in any 
real ETH and the user interaction process can 
look something like: opening a browser(custom 
user front app hosted on a url, no downloads), -> 
click for free testnet Ether(can even remove this step) 
-> send message on the chain -> the message 
shows on the public screen linked on the chain 
of immutable messages. 

Some alternate versions/thoughts for the environment which deviates more off 
from current diamond shape(which is also the logo for ethereum, the 
blockchain on which this artverse is tied to) ...



sz.sahaj@embracingearth.space

  sz.sahaj    szsahaj  /in/szsahaj/   |   Sahaj Garg 


